Morphologic and molecular evolutionary pathways of low nuclear grade invasive breast cancers and their putative precursor lesions: further evidence to support the concept of low nuclear grade breast neoplasia family.
We have previously provided evidence showing an association between some precursor lesions with low nuclear grade breast carcinomas (LNGBCs). In this study, further immunophenotypic support to our proposed route of pathogenesis of LNGBC and their precursor lesions was provided. Precursor lesions including columnar cell lesions, atypical ductal hyperplasia, ductal carcinoma in situ, usual epithelial hyperplasia, and lobular neoplasia were compared with matching "morphologically normal" terminal lobular duct units and matching invasive carcinoma. The epithelial cells in the putative precursor flat epithelial atypia, atypical ductal hyperplasia, lobular neoplasia, ductal carcinoma in situ lesions, and their coexisting LNGBC were negative for basal and myoepithelial markers, but positive for CK19/18/8, estrogen receptor (ER)-alpha, Bcl-2, and cyclin D1. The ER-alpha/ER-beta expression ratio increased during carcinogenesis, as did expression of cyclin D1 and Bcl-2. p53 immunopositivity was found 3% in LNGBC versus 43% in high nuclear grade breast carcinoma (HNGBC), whereas ataxia telangiectasia mutated expression was absent or reduced in 22% of LNGBC versus 53% of HNGBC cases. In summary, our findings support the concept that flat epithelial atypia is the earliest morphologically identifiable nonobligate precursor lesion of LNGBC. These may represent a family of precursor, in situ and invasive neoplastic lesions belonging to the luminal "A" subclass of breast cancer. The balance between ER-alpha and ER-beta expression may be important in driving cyclin D-1 and Bcl-2 expression. Ataxia telangiectasia mutated may be one of the alternative regulatory mechanisms to TP53 mutation or dysfunction in low-grade and high-grade breast carcinoma. Our findings support the concept that progression of LNGBC to HNGBC (basal-like or HER2+) phenotype is an unlikely biologic phenomenon.